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EOI 8019/25/09/2020 

Supply and delivery of Personal Protective Clothing for a period of three 

(3) years 

 

 

1. Can you please confirm if we are allowed to be selective in the items we bid for?  

Answer: Please respond to the original BOQ and do selective on your alternative proposal. 

2. On the functional evaluation criteria you mentioned that we need to provide 3 client 

references. Our company has contracts with Eskom and we have been supplying them with 

PPE for 5 years now. We have been servicing all the 5 Divisions of Eskom. Can we get all 

the three references from the different Divisions in Eskom?    

Answer: Referees should be from 3 diffent companies, one company = 1 referee    

3. You also mentioned about Branding. Is this our company brand or the Embroidery we put 

on the PPE clothing 

Answer: The branding required is the CSIR logo that must be on the dust coats and conti 

suits.  

4. Are the  Wet Weather Overalls Gum Boots the same as  Fishing Waders, please assist with 

specifications of the two.  

Answer: No not the same  

5.  Assist with specifications for the below items:  

 Safety Goggles          

 Safety Goggle Clear       

 Safety Goggle yellow shaded          

 Safety Goggle Steampunk Welding          

 Safety Goggles Lined Welders Long Green          

 Safety Knee Cap 

Answer: Provide your approved brand and spec     

6. Cover letter should be consisting of which information?   

Answer: Executive summary, any notes CSIR should be aware of, must be on company 

letterhead, dated and sogned.      
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7. Testimonial /reference letters – letter from each client we have done business for or letter 

from us with the contact people we have done busy for?       

Answer: The reference letters must be from the companies that you have supplied with 

PPE before, letter must be dated, clear desctiption of items delivered and rating of your 

service. 

8. Product offering/catalogue – do you require a catalogue emailed with the EOI?    

Answer: Yes, a catalogue showing the products that your company is quoting us on. 

9. Provide list of relevant projects similar to the scope of this EOI – is this a list of work we 

have done for our client for PPE?   

Answer: Yes, a list of projects that the company has rendered in the past.      

10. Production and Inventory capacity – do you require images of the factory? 

Answer: The bidder must provide pictures of their existing/proposed facilities. These 

pictures must include the entire value chain of the branding process and machinery. 

11. Items 1 & 2 make reference of the Sweet Orr brand, can we provide an equivalent brand or 

ONLY Sweet Orr?  

Answer: Original BOQ require sweet oor, use equivalent on your alternative proposal  

12. Is it compulsory to quote on all items?   

Answer: Yes 

13. Item 8 – Socks, is this the anti-static black socks?   

Answer: Yes 

14. Item 12 – Fishing Wader, Can this be provided in olive green and is a non-steel toe cap 

required?  

Answer: Blue, use alternative color on your alternative proposal 

15. Annexure A – Scoring Sheet, you make reference to the ‘production inventory and capacity’ 

is this a requirement for our facility ONLY or the manufacturers that are being utilised by 

us? Given that we may utilise a few manufacturers, will facility images be required for all of 

them 

Answer: The bidder must provide pictures of their existing/proposed facilities. These 

pictures must include the entire value chain of the branding process and machinery. 

Also outline in your company profile if you are outsourcing, partially outsourcing or 

producing in-house. 

 


